Time-resolved methods in biophysics. 4. Broadband pump-probe spectroscopy system with sub-20 fs temporal resolution for the study of energy transfer processes in photosynthesis.
In this paper we discuss how to push the temporal resolution limits of transient absorption spectroscopy in order to detect very fast processes (energy relaxation, energy or charge transfer, vibrational coherence) taking place in molecules of biological relevance. After reviewing the main principles of femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy, we describe an experimental setup based on two synchronized non-collinear optical parametric amplifiers (NOPAs). Each NOPA can be independently configured to generate ultra-broadband sub-10 fs visible pulses, tunable 10-15 fs visible pulses, tunable 15-40 fs near-infrared pulses (900-1500 nm). This system enables to perform pump-probe experiments over nearly two octaves of spectrum with sub-20 fs temporal resolution. We then present an application example highlighting the capability of this instrument to track excited state dynamics in biomolecules on the sub-100 fs timescale: the study of carotenoid-bacteriochlorophyll energy transfer processes in peripheral light-harvesting complexes (LH2) from purple bacteria. We show that, by comparing excited-state dynamics of the carotenoids in organic solvents and inside the LH2 complexes, it is possible to visualize in the time domain the primary events in photosynthesis.